Altered cerebral activity associated with topiramate and its withdrawal in patients with epilepsy with language impairment: An fMRI study using the verb generation task.
Topiramate (TPM) is well recognized for its negative effects on language in healthy volunteers and patients with epilepsy. The aim of this study was to investigate the brain activation and deactivation patterns in TPM-treated patients with epilepsy with language impairment and their dynamic alteration during TPM withdrawal using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) with the verb generation task (VGT). Twelve patients with epilepsy experiencing subjective language disfluency after TPM add-on treatment (TPM-on) and thirty sex- and age-matched healthy controls (HCs) were recruited. All subjects received a battery of neuropsychological tests and an fMRI scan with the VGT. Withdrawal of TPM was attempted in all patients. Only six patients reached complete withdrawal without seizure relapses (TPM-off), and these patients underwent a reassessment of neuropsychological and neuroimaging tests. The neuropsychological tests demonstrated objective language impairments in TPM-on patients. Compared with the HCs, the bilateral medial prefrontal cortex and the posterior midline and lateral parts of the default mode network (DMN) (including the bilateral posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), the right medial prefrontal cortex, the right angular gyrus, the right inferior temporal gyrus, and the bilateral supramarginal gyrus) in TPM-on patients failed to deactivate during the VGT. Their task-induced activation patterns were largely similar to those of the HCs. After TPM withdrawal, partial improvement of both task-induced deactivation of the DMN (the left parahippocampal gyrus and the bilateral PCC) and task-related activation of the language network (the right middle frontal gyrus and the left superior occipital gyrus) was identified along with partial improvement of neuropsychological tests. Task-induced deactivation is a more sensitive neuroimaging biomarker for the impaired language performance in patients administered TPM than task-induced activation. Disruption and reorganization of the balance between the DMN and the cortical language networks are found along with reversible TPM-related language impairment. These results may suggest an underlying brain mechanism by which TPM affects cognitive function.